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Whether you’re responsible for 20 or 2,000 drivers, light or heavy-duty vehicles, or anything in between — FleetLocate

by AWI offers a fleet telematics solution tailored to fit your needs. Get the leading IoT solution for location information,

analytics, and actionable insights on your assets and drivers in real time.

Introducing the new FL360 by AWI. The FL360 is a modular GPS tracking device offered as the latest release from the

FleetLocate solution portfolio. This robust solution supports all vehicle types, plug-and-play or covert installation, and enables

advanced features and diagnostics. Access key insights via our mobile app or web based portal.

For an even more comprehensive view, add on our FL Dashcam solution. This future-proof dual camera powered by Surfsight,

from Lytx, leverages AI technology to detect unsafe driving and trigger in-cab driver alerts, ultimately coaching drivers to

avoid accidents and improve overall safety.

FL360 BENEFITS:

Fleet Management

Increase dispatch efficiencies, reduce vehicle misuse, improve customer service, and drive revenue.

Accommodate new business opportunities by adding stops on the fly to the closest driver.

Stay Compliant

Ensure compliance with federal regulations such as FMCSA 395.15, the ELD mandate, and the Food Safety

Modernization Act.

Trailer and Asset Management

Reduce detention time, automate yard checks and maintenance, improve driver satisfaction, increase trailer

and asset utilization, and get your assets back to work faster.

Monitor Driver Behavior

Identify and reduce risky and costly driver behaviors, such as speeding, harsh braking, and excessive idling to

lower insurance costs and fuel consumption.

Proactively Maintain Your Fleet

Get ahead of vehicle service with advanced engine diagnostics. Avoid downtime and maintain a healthy fleet

through alerts triggered by engine fault codes.

Any Fleet. Any
Vehicle Type.
Universal tracking
at your fingertips.
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